2. TROLL roll

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:

1. Make 4 holes in your toilet roll with a sharp

A toilet roll, leaves and natural objects, dried
spices, 4 pieces of pasta with a hole, pipe
cleaner or string. Be creative and use alternative
objects you can find around your home or on a
walk to make your unique TROLL.

pencil. Thread the pipe cleaner or string
through your holes. Add pasta for arms and
legs.

2. Attach dried spice, stones or draw on eyes.

3. Add leaves, straw, twigs, grass for TROLL

Add a nose maybe with a clove. Draw on a
smile.

hair. Your troll is ready to play!

Visit Tea Dance For Little People Youtube channel for TROLL stories, songs and dancing
Follow #Mix&MatchMondays for weekly challenges

3. TROLL & FISH LINE

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:

1. Tie the string or wool to the front of the fish

A thin, soft, long, bendy stick that won’t snap
when you curve it (try soaking it overnight).
Gently curve the stick back on itself to make the
body of a fish. Cross the ends over for the tail.

and begin to wrap in and out of the centre.
Wrap a little more loosely down the body and
then closer together again around the tail.
Secure with a knot. Add some leaves from
your nature table to make a swishing fish tail.

2. Cover a stick in coloured wool (see Troll

3. Add a hook made from a paperclip, wire

Den). At the top of the stick tie a length of
wool or a piece of your finger knitting for the
line.

coat hanger or S clip to the bottom of the line.
Enjoy catching fish for your TROLL.

Visit Tea Dance For Little People Youtube channel for TROLL stories, songs and dancing
Follow #Mix&MatchMondays for weekly challenges

